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A message from your Chairman
Dear Members,
It is the end of an era now that Jean and Dennis Patten have retired from editing the
Newsletter. They took on the task starting with the Spring Edition in 2006 taking the
reins from Jan Mills who edited it for many years. Under their watch it went from a
black and white publication produced on a college printing machine to a full colour
brochure which, for the technically minded, is printed on 130 gsm silk paper by
Solopress of Southend. The actual number of printed copies is steadily reducing as
the majority of members are now on-line and receive a digital copy.
Over the years, given our ageing membership, it has been a struggle to keep members
attention with interesting articles covering all ages.
The job is now vacant and this edition is by guest editor Leo Lejour. Applications are
welcome as are articles for publication.
The postponed Annual Luncheon at The Bull’s Head, Turnford had an excellent
turnout and a report follows.
We make no apologies for yet again featuring Sir Roy Strong on page 2. Courtesy of
The Oldie Magazine. It can never be said that Sir Roy is dull.
2023 marks the Centenary of the founding of ECSOSA. Having celebrated the
Centenary of the establishment of the School in 2019 members may like to take part
in a celebration of this milestone. We have several months to think about it. Since the
2019 gathering at the School was a success it may be a reasonable idea to keep to that
format. The main School building, now known as the Cambridge Campus, was opened
in 1931 so the celebration of that centenary is somewhat distant.
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Reproduced with kind permission of The Oldie Magazine
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Annual Luncheon 7th May 2022
The Annual Luncheon was cancelled for two years due to
the pandemic and it was decided that we could now
resurrect it for 2022. So 23 of us met at The Bull’s Head
Turnford on the 7th May. Some had difficulty finding the
venue and other were delayed by various road diversions
but we all eventually assembled. This was an entirely new
venue and had been recommended by several old scholars.
It was decided to go for the A La Carte menu on the day
which the manager had said his staff could cope with. The
price of £25 a head has not risen for some years and gave
members the choice of two or three courses with coffee
or tea. Members paid for alcoholics drinks themselves. It
was a pleasant 3 hours dining with old friends and
catching up on news of the past two years. Conversations
continued non-stop. The traditional quiz and raffle were
dispensed with since the pub is a bit less private than
previous venues. Apologies for the quality of the photos
taken on an old Kindle tablet.

Peter Benton ECS 1946-1953
Peter died, January 2022. At his home
in Brinton, Norfolk. Reported by his
wife Heather.

Normal service resumed
For many years it has been the custom for a small group
of Old Edmontonians ex-footballers to meet up – usually
twice a year in London – to compare notes, talk about ‘the
good old days’ and generally put the world to rights.
Unfortunately, Covid has prevented this happening in
recent times but early in April normal service was resumed
and the first post-pandemic get together took place near
Smithfield Market.
As the picture shows five made the trip. Left to right are
Tony Fowler 54-61, now living near Bognor Regis, Alan
Silvester 54-61, based in Leicester, Tony Daniel 54-60
from Buckinghamshire, Dave Stringer 50-58 resident near
Northampton and Mike Margetts 54-61 whose home is
near Uckfield in East Sussex.
Unable to attend were Dave Lovegrove 55-62 – a last
minute Covid casualty – Alan Wallman 55-62, recovering
from a knee operation and Keith Walker 59-66. There
were congratulations all-round that we all still had a
reasonable head of hair and that we were without too much
difficulty able to work out that our average age was 79.4!
It goes without saying that as ever a great time was had
by all…

Another Dave Day Anecdote
Part of my job back in the 70s was driving a mobile
demonstration unit around the
country selling industrial
controls. I visited Chemical
Plants,
Breweries,
Food
Manufacturers, Ship Builders
and the Utilities to name but a
few. One memorable visit was
to a power station in the
Midlands. I was told to look up
the Chief Instrument Engineer. Having located him he
came out of the workshop with various bits of equipment
and proceeded to test the unit. When I asked him what he
was doing He replied “Testing for earth leaks. When you
are on a Power Station laddie, you don’t go looking for
high voltage electricity. It comes looking for you.”

Dates for your Diary
Wed
July 2022, lunch at The Plough
Wed 12th November 2022, lunch at The Plough
Wed 15th February 2023, lunch at The Plough
Sat 25th March 2023 - ECSOSA Centenary
Reunion at the School. (Provisional;)
13th
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Martin Holst’s discussion on education.
and required to write out and frame the adage “Do unto others
what ye would have men do unto you”. It had to be done to
perfection, and this took a term. Then rest of the year was
spent doing front side elevations of the stools we were
occasionally allowed to sit on. The boys in the other half of
the class made glove puppets. As for the girls, there was
training in domestic tasks.
Despite
such
limitations it was a
good year in that I
made good friends and
gained
confidence.
The reason for my
confidence was the
atmosphere under the
kindly Headship of Mr
Adams. When my
class “went on strike”
about having a whole
morning of maths he responded immediately by listening to
our pleas. We had serialised readings of Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s
Progress in assemblies.

The Tripartite System Continued.
The tripartite system was based on science: the research of Cyril
Burt, who was knighted for his work, which claimed to
demonstrate that intelligence, and consequently the ability to
benefit from different types of education, could be accurately
measured by a standardised battery of tests at the age of 11. The
Moray House tests of English, Arithmetic and intelligence were
carefully researched for validity. The intelligence quotient
produced by the test results allowed for age difference and was
consistent. It was supposedly impossible to coach for the third
and most significant of those, namely the verbal reasoning
(intelligence) paper. This system transformed the curriculums of
Primary schools where the final years were all about coaching
for that fateful exam. (Burt’s research was eventually proved
false)
11 Plus at Raglan Primary
Primary schools also underwent another transformation where
the Junior and Senior segregated boys’ and girls’ schools became
mixed junior and mixed
secondary moderns: the latter
for those who “failed” the
11plus. I was third year
primary when this devastating
change took place with the
prospect of “being sat next to
a girl” However, when change
came there was a gentler
regime with less use of “the
cane”. The greatest plus was a Miss Johns, who was the niece of
Captain W E Johns, loaned the boys the Biggles and Gimlet
books authored by her uncle.
I was in a class of 46 children and remember once coming 6th in
maths – 6th from bottom. I was still expected to pass the dreaded
11plus. The selective schools were in a pecking order with
Latymer and Enfield Grammar at the top down to High Grade.
When the results came, the shame of failing seemed devastating
especially as all the others in 4a and quite a few in 4b had places
in Grammar schools around the area whilst I was consigned to
stay at Raglan. My particular friend, David Saunders, suffered
the same fate.

On another level my confidence grew because my parents
did not accept the selection procedures affirming that I should
have been given a selective school place. A primary “head”,
a friend of my father, coached me for the “second chance” at
the 11plus. Every Saturday I went for tuition at his home, and
homework for the following week. I rather resented this until
I discovered that tuition was for love, not money. My scores
for English, Arithmetic And Verbal Reasoning (including
Past Papers) improved rather slowly until May. I took the
papers with little expectation of success, but everything
seemed to come clear as I filled in the boxes and selected my
answers. A few weeks later the result came through that I had
gained a place at ECGS. I can only speculate as to what such
a school as Raglan prepared pupils to do in life, but at least
there was little unemployment so those with no formal
qualifications had a good chance of a job based on a school
testimonial
To be continued

Raglan Secondary Modern
My life at Raglan Secondary Modern turned out for the good but
revealed some uncomfortable truths about the system. The school
leaving age was raised to 15 and so there were four years in
prospect with little thought given to how that year extra would
be used. Academic expectations were low. There were no
qualifications to aim for at all. The maths paper taken by 4th year
scholars was the same as for the 1st. Raglan could not be
described as a “sink school”, but had I stayed, I would have had
not better evidence of achievement than my father at Croyland
Secondary.
It might be expected that non-academic pupils would acquire
practical skills. Under the tuition of a certain “emergency
trained” teacher GWRW, half of the boys went to a room
equipped with woodwork benches for a whole morning each
week. We were drilled to stand to attention and the slightest
movement or murmuring was met by a rap across the knuckles
with a ruler. We were taught “Roman Lettering”
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